Norm’s Exterior Detail Service, Supplies & Materials
For detailing the exterior of your vehicle, we use all Wolfgang products which were
formulated in Germany and are made in the US.
The product development was initiated by a US company who wanted to produce a
high-tech paint sealant at its nucleus within the product line. The resulting line of
products stems from highly advanced German technologies that are not yet available in
the United States. Thanks to German-discovered “super polymers,” the foundation of
the formula, they created a revolutionary paint protector that has the personality of a
pure carnauba wax with the genetic make-up of paint sealant. We do offer Wolfgang’s
carnauba wax for those who have a preference. See our “Paint Sealant vs. Carnauba
wax” document under “Why Norm’s.”
We begin the process with Wolfgang’s Paintwork Polish Enhancer, which gently
polishes paint to a deep lustrous shine.
This product will enhance your vehicle’s gloss and depth to create that elusive, showready shine. This fine polish enhances and preserves your vehicle’s paint by removing
impurities, including old wax and mild oxidation, and infusing the paint with nourishing
oils. The resulting paint is glassy smooth, clean, and incredibly glossy – the best
possible surface for applying a paint sealant.
Wolfgang Paintwork Polish Enhancer is truly in a class of its own. Most polishes get
their shine-power from potent VOC solvents—not exactly kind to paintwork. Wolfgang’s
Paintwork Polish Enhancer is a mild oil-in-water emulsion. This lotion will not dull or dry
the paint, even with dedicated use. This gentle, water-based formula is ideal to use on
expensive finishes and antique, collectable and show cars.
Wolfgang Paintwork Polish Enhancer does not level or abrade the paint. It is a
moisturizing lotion that uncovers the shimmering gloss of like-new paint by removing
dull layers of old wax and surface impurities. Micro-fine fillers settle into light swirls and
scratches to create a smooth, level surface. Minor imperfections will disappear. The
removal of old paint protection will encourage maximum bonding and gloss of Wolfgang
Deep Gloss Paint Sealant 3.0 (which we apply next). This combination of products will
leave your vehicle with an absolutely stunning shine.

Our next step…Applying our Paint Sealant
Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant 3.0 will alter your perceptions of paint sealants
forever. The glossy, liquid-like shimmer enhances all types and colors of paint. No other
synthetic wax or paint sealant gives your vehicle the gloss, the depth, and the protection
of Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant 3.0. With fortified polymer technology, Wolfgang
Deep Gloss Paint Sealant 3.0 is simply the best paint sealant you’ll ever use.
The entire Wolfgang Concours Series collection is built around this single product.
Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant 3.0 was developed in order to meet the demand for
a paint protectant that captures the wet look of a carnauba wax but lasts longer. This
product utilizes the newest breed of crystalline “super” polymers being developed in
Germany.

With the addition of a new breed of polymers, Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant 3.0
offers more protection, gloss, and depth than ever before.
Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant 3.0 features fortified polymer technology.
Wolfgang’s German Super Polymers are fortified with more dirt-repelling power to keep
your vehicle cleaner and shinier, longer. The enhanced super polymers have an
amazing anti-static property that repels water, oil, dust, and road grime to provide
unsurpassed paint protection. Your vehicle stays cleaner because foreign molecules
literally slide off the clear polymer coating. Super polymers bond easily to automotive
paint and form an extensive cross-linked polymer network. This clear shield eliminates
surface tension so contaminants have no foothold on your vehicle.

The network of slick super
polymers increases the paint’s
“jetting factor”. Jetting factor is
another word for decreased
surface tension. No other paint
sealant matches Wolfgang’s
jetting factor.
The look of Wolfgang Deep
Gloss Paint Sealant 3.0 is
similar to the shine of a
carnauba wax but with a slicker,
wetter surface gloss. The paint
looks like a clear glossy coating
was just poured over it. The paint ripples with reflections and light bounces off every
angle and curve. The crystal-like structure of the German Super Polymers yields an
incredible, vivid shine - not a sterile, surface shine. The crystals refract light much like
high-quality diamonds. Any color is enhanced by Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant
3.0.
Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant 3.0 replicates the best qualities of carnauba wax –
slickness and shine – but it has more than double the longevity of the average carnauba
wax. It will produce a show-stealing shine that withstands the elements, ultraviolet rays,
infrared radiation, salt water, and environmental pollutants and armors your paint for
months.
Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant 3.0 was created to meet any car care challenge. It
stands up to extreme temperatures, road salt, salty ocean air, ozone, and moisture.
Have it applied any time but certainly just before the onset of winter. Your vehicle will be
protected until spring!
Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant 3.0 redefines the paint sealant in words any car
lover can appreciate: dripping wet gloss, slickness, and incredible reflections. Take your
vehicle to the next level of paint protection.
Our Carnauba Wax option
Wolfgang Füzion Carnauba Polymer Estate Wax
Wolfgang Füzion Estate Wax is a hand-crafted blend of carnauba wax, German Super
Polymers, and proprietary ingredients that yield unequaled shine and protection. This
unique formula fuses the best attributes of carnauba wax and paint sealants to create
the ultimate car wax. Wolfgang Füzion Estate Wax has been enhanced with more
glossifiers for a more intense wet look and improved slickness.

Wolfgang Füzion Estate Wax represents a new era in which the traditional car wax
fuses with cutting edge, synthetic ingredients to form the ultimate high gloss, high
bonding car wax. With Wolfgang Füzion, nothing is compromised
Wolfgang Füzion Estate Wax is a hand-crafted emulsion of the world’s finest white
carnauba wax, German “Super” Polymers, and proprietary ingredients. Instead of
relying solely on manmade ingredients, Wolfgang Füzion Estate Wax draws upon
nature’s finest wax to take advantage of its breathtaking shine and visual liquidity.
Combined with our cutting edge polymers, white carnauba wax takes on a gloss, depth,
and dimension unmatched by other synthetic waxes
White carnauba wax is the purest, most transparent natural wax on earth. Its visual
clarity and wet-looking shine are absolutely unbeatable. Carnauba wax naturally repels
water, airborne pollutants, and ultraviolet radiation. These protective properties are
maximized by Wolfgang ground-breaking German Super Polymers. Ultimately,
Wolfgang Füzion Estate Wax gives your vehicle synthetic protection and dramatic visual
impact all in one incredible car wax.
When Wolfgang Füzion Estate Wax is applied to your vehicle, the carnauba fuses with
the polymers in a cross-linked matrix of protective molecules. This woven polymer
shield is your vehicle’s best defense against moisture, airborne pollutants, bird
droppings, insects, and UV radiation. The super polymers reinforce carnauba’s natural
defense and promote maximum bonding to the paint.
Wolfgang Füzion’s anti-static properties
maintain a slick, glossy, reflective finish.
Wolfgang Füzion Estate Wax leaves such a
slick, repellent surface; contaminants cannot
stick. Füzion repels water, dirt, dust, oil, and
resists smudges and fingerprints. Regular
washes with Norm’s Auto Bath Shampoo will
allow dirt to slide off the paint. Incredible
sheeting action cuts your drying time in half
and leaves the paint spotless.
Wolfgang Füzion Estate Wax looks
breathtaking on any color. Reds and blacks
shimmer with depth. White, pearls, and
silvers drip with shine. Colors appear deeper
and more saturated. The vehicle will appear
dipped in gloss with light bouncing off every
curve.

Light bounces off the reflective
polymers in Wolfgang Füzion Wax.

Wolfgang Füzion Estate Wax highlights the curves of this brilliant red Ferrari.
In the pursuit of the perfect finish, accept no compromise. Wolfgang Füzion Estate Wax
fuses the most desirable features of white carnauba wax and synthetic paint sealants to
give your vehicle the ultimate depth, shine, and dimension.

Use Wolfgang Füzion Estate Wax to create crisp, mirror-sharp reflections.

